
Report of Lego meeting 
 
*Notes* 
 

 Each Sub Game needs one clear objective: 
Freeway Frenzy – Pepper must bash Bad Guys car into submission 

 

 Pad Rumbles at the start of the intro, where Pepper is sat on the bike readying to go 
downhill 

 

 Andy Lee needs to create an index for the script. 
 

 Freeway Frenzy – Has a count down clock 
 

 For each sub game, the Bad Guy taunts the player, with one liners and laughs. Pepper 
never makes any comments. 

 

 Licence Names:- 
Road Licence 
Water Licence 
Air Licence 
Each of these gives Pepper the ability to control the different types of vehicle on the 
island. 

 

 Full Script walk through. 
 
 
Blue Room 
 
Each of the Sub Games blue rooms consist of the same elements. 
 
1) Pepper enters the building of the subgame. 
2) Screen fades to blue room. 
3) Pepper is positioned in the vehicle form the game, Block Buster is stood to one side. 
4) Projected on the Blue Screen are sketches (nice Dave Ambulance pencil art) of sub 

game mock-ups.  
5) Block Buster give Pepper a quick and punchy instruction of what to do in the game. 

With the subtitles appearing on a black border at the base of the screen. 
6) The Blue Screen now projects an image of the controls and what they do. 
7) The player can input these controls and Pepper will react accordingly. 
8) After the Block Buster instructions are finished, the subtitles are replace with a Flashing 

„Press Start to Begin‟ label. 
9) The player can continue practising the controls for as long as necessary, before entering 

the game. 
10) After start is pressed, The screen will fade. 
11) Fade in clapper board screen, with the words “Loading”. 
 
Exit Sub Game to Blue Screen 
 
1) Set-up same as before. 
2) Block Buster congratulates Pepper. 
3) Quick rushes of game are shown on the blue screen as a reflection of the original sketch 

idea. 
4) Block Buster awards Pepper with the appropriate award (L.A.F.T.A). (For Freeway 

Frenzy, Block Buster will explain what one is). 
5) Block Buster‟s subtitles are replaced with the text „Press Start to Exit‟. 
6) Fade to Lego Island. 


